OP-8 WD
Conveyor Chain &
Trolley Wheel Cleaner
OPCO® Model OP-8 WD
Designed for applications where moisture
and humidity is prevalent, due to santitary
wash-downs or exposure to manufacturing
processes, the OP-8 Wash-Down Duty
Conveyor Chain & Trolley Wheel Cleaner
reduces downtime while it cleans your
conveyor system. Cleans chain, trolley
wheels and trolley brackets. Fits all sizes of
overhead monorail or power & free
conveyors, and drop finger slider conveyors.

FEATURES/BENEFITS
Automatically cleans while conveyor is in
operation
Eliminates expensive, time-consuming
manual cleaning
Removes process build-up, dirt, rust,
scale, and/or paint
Stainless steel hardware provides long life
in moist conditions
2HP 230/460vac TEFC 3-phase motor p
efficient operation
Wash-down duty brush shaft bearings and
wash-down duty electric motor for long life
in moist conditions
Brushes shaped for your conveyor, for
efficient operation
Split brush shafts for easy, one-bolt
removal of each brush assembly.
Replacement brushes can be purchased
assembled for one-bolt installation of each
side.
Brush tension can be adjusted while
conveyor is in operation
Reduces drag on drive motors, extending
life
Compact, rugged cleaner is easy to install
and
Overhead, drop finger, inverted and floor
conveyors

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Electric timer for automatically starting
and stopping cleaner action at any
desired intervals
Other voltages available
Brush-fill materials include: crimped steel
wire, Tampico, and White Polypropylene
which are commonly used in food
processing plants
Longer brush shafts for cleaning
conveyor attachments
Totally enclosed metal shroud

Split Shaft allows one-bolt removal
of brush assembly
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

Customized Technical Assistance Programs are
available.

Motor
Bearings

WARRANTY
A limited warranty is provided with each OP-8WD.

Housing
Shafting
Brushes

2 hp, 208-220/440-480 V,
60 cycle, 3 phase
Heavy duty, sealed, washdown duty, self-aligning
Thick-walled cast aluminum
for greater strength
1in diameter stainless steel
handles max loads
Brush material based on
customer application

Guards

Neoprene rubber curtains
surround brushes
Dimensions
24in W x 24in D x 32.5in H
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